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ABSTRACT: Luminescent metal−organic frameworks (LMOFs)
that can effectively differentiate cis/trans isomers are rarely
reported. Herein, we report a novel non-interpenetrated pillared-
layered LMOF [Zn(HIPA)(BPyTPE)] (1) (BPyTPE = (E)-1,2-
diphenyl-1,2-bis(4-(pyridin-4-yl)phenyl)ethene; HIPA = (5-hy-
droxyisophthalic acid)) with a high fluorescence quantum yield
of 90.1%. The activated 1 exhibits high thermal stability and strong
fluorescence in a methanol suspension. The fluorescence of
activated 1 can be much more efficiently quenched by trans-
dimethyl-2-butenedioate and trans-2-butene-1,4-diol than cis-
dimethyl-2-butenedioate and cis-2-butene-1,4-diol, which enables
it to differentiate these cis/trans isomers. This interesting LMOF
could be a new type of fluorescence sensor to effectively detect cis/trans isomers.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Cis/trans isomers as a class of important stereoisomers are
usually caused by different spatial arrangements of substituents
in relatively rigid molecular structures.1−3 They have been
extensively studied and utilized in photochemistry, materials
science, pesticides, pharmaceutical industries, food additives,
etc.4,5 Although cis/trans isomers have the same molecular
formula, in some cases, they show completely different
properties due to their different molecular configurations.6

For instance, trans-2-butenedioic acid (trans-BEDA) is widely
used as a food additive, while cis-2-butenedioic acid (cis-
BEDA) has strong toxicity and the abuse of cis-BEDA will
cause serious damages to ecological environment and human
health.7 Traditional methods for detecting cis/trans isomers
mainly depend on high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC), gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC−MS),
ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), etc.8−10 However, these
approaches require complicated instruments and are also time-
consuming.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs) are composed of metal

ions/clusters and multidentate organic linkers with diverse
applications in gas storage and separation, heterogeneous
catalysis, drug delivery, environmental monitoring, and so
on.11−15 By incorporating luminescent organic ligands, MOFs
with a luminescence property (LMOFs) can further function
as fluorescent chemosensors.16−19 However, up to now, only a
few MOFs are demonstrated as promising candidates for
efficient differentiation of isomers.20,21 In this work, we
designed and synthesized a new LMOF containing tetraphe-

nylethene (TPE) units. TPE is a star luminogen with
prominent aggregation-induced emission (AIE) character,22−24

which is much superior to conventional chromophores that
often encounter concentration or aggregation-caused emission
quenching. The incorporation of TPE units can endow the
LMOF with strong luminescence and thus bring about
improved sensitivity for fluorescence detection of nitro
explosives, antibiotics, pesticides, and so forth.25−27 Here, an
AIE-active ligand, (E)-1,2-diphenyl-1,2-bis(4-(pyridin-4-yl)-
phenyl)ethene (BPyTPE), based on TPE was synthesized by
attaching two pyridinyl groups on TPE. By using BPyTPE as a
polydentate ligand, a novel 3D pillared-layered LMOF, named
[Zn(HIPA)(BPyTPE)] (complex 1), was constructed with
[Zn(HIPA)]n as layers and BPyTPE as pillars in which HIPA is
5-hydroxylisophthalic acid. Complex 1 shows strong lumines-
cence with an excellent fluorescence quantum yield (ΦF) of
90.1%. Also, the activated 1 is able to differentiate cis/trans
isomers with a significant emission intensity change.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. All reagents and solvents employed in

this study were obtained from commercial sources and used without
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further purification. 5-Hydroxyisophthalic acid was purchased from
Alfa. The organic ligand BPyTPE was synthesized according to a
literature method.28 Deionized water was used in this work. The
infrared spectra (IR) of the samples were collected in a KBr mixture
from the range of 3700−400 cm−1 on a Shimadzu IR Prestige-21 FT-
IR spectrometer. Ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) absorption spectra
were collected at room temperature on a PerkinElmer Lambda 750.
The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were collected over
the 2θ range of 5−50° at a scan speed of 5° min−1 on a Bruker D8
ADVANCE X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Ni filter Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 0.15406 Å). Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
performed using a GA-500 instrument heated from 25 to 660 °C at a
heating rate of 10 °C min−1 in a N2 atmosphere. The photo-
luminescence spectra were examined on a Perkin-Elmer LS55
spectrofluorometer under excitation at 365 nm. The solid
fluorescence quantum yields were determined using a Hamamatsu
absolute PL quantum yield spectrometer C11347 Quantaurus-QY.
Fluorescence decay lifetimes were measured using a Quantaurus-Tau
fluorescence lifetime measurement system (C11367-03, Hamamatsu
Photonics Co., Japan). Calculations were performed using the density
functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP hybrid functional. The N2
adsorption experiment was carried out on a System property
BELSORP-max ver 1.3.0.
Preparation of Complex 1. A mixture of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O

(0.0025 g, 8.4 μmol), BPyTPE (0.002 g, 4.1 μmol), HIPA (0.0015 g,
8.2 μmol), 400 μL of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), and 100 μL of
N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAC) were dissolved into a 10 mL glass
vial. After applying ultrasound for 10 min until all solids were
dissolved, 100 μL of H2O was added to the glass vial and heated at 80
°C for 24 h to obtain the pale-yellow rhombus-shaped single crystals
(complex 1). The solid product was collected via vacuum filtration
and washed with DMF three times and dried in air. Yield: 60%. IR:
(KBr pellet, cm−1): 3420(s), 1648(s), 1603(s), 1539(m), 1484(m),
1376(s), 1311(w), 1221(w), 1057(w), 993(w), 794(s), 713(s),
602(w), 475(w).
Preparation of trans-BEDO@1. Complex 1 was washed three

times with DMF and then immersed in trans-2-butene-1,4-diol (trans-
BEDO) for two days to enable it to adsorb the trans analyte.
Subsequently, the sample of trans-BEDO@1 was taken to determine
the crystal structure. IR: (KBr pellet, cm−1): 3388(s), 1612(s),
1547(s), 1494(m), 1396(s), 1272(w), 1206(w), 1068(m), 984(s),
774(s), 715(s), 702(w).
Preparation of Activated 1. Single crystals of complex 1 were

washed three times with DMF and then placed in fresh CH2Cl2 under
ambient lab conditions for solvent exchange for about three days.
During this period, the supernatant in the glass vial needed to be
decanted and continuously replenished with fresh CH2Cl2 several
times per day until the solvent molecules adsorbed in the channels
were removed. At the end of the last decantation cycle, the activated 1
sample was obtained by collection under vacuum overnight at 50 °C.
IR: (KBr pellet, cm−1): 3402(s), 1602(s), 1530(s), 1484(m), 1376(s),

1285(m), 1203(w), 985(w), 776(s), 703(s), 612(m), 558(w),
458(w).

Crystallographic Analysis. Data collection for pale-yellow
crystals of complex 1 and trans-BEDO@1 was performed on a
Bruker APEX-II CCD with graphite monochromated Mo Kα
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 293 K. For complex 1 and trans-
BEDO@1, the collected hemisphere data θ were in the range of
2.60−26.09 and 0.99−25.03, respectively. The diffraction data were
integrated using the Siemens SAINT program,29 which was also
applied for the intensity corrections of Lorenz, polarization, and air
absorption. Empirical absorption and extinction corrections were
applied. The structures of complex 1 and trans-BEDO@1 were both
solved by the direct method and refined by the full matrix least
squares method on F2 using the SHELXTL program.30 All atoms
except hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Anisotropic
thermal parameters were applied to nonhydrogen atoms, and all
hydrogen atoms were added geometrically and allowed to be put in
idealized calculated positions. Due to the highly disordered solvent
molecules in complex 1 and trans-BEDO@1, solvent peaks cannot be
located and refined successfully. These solvent molecules were
removed by using the SQUEEZE routine of PLATON, and the
structure was then refined again using the data generated.31 The
crystallographic data of complex 1 and trans-BEDO@1 are given in
Table S1.

Fluorescence Titration of Activated 1. In a typical
experimental setup, the activated 1 sample was carefully ground
into a smaller particle size with a mortar, and then 0.6 mg of fine
powder of activated 1 was dispersed in 2 mL of fresh methanol to
form a suspension with a vortex for 30 s. The fluorescence titration
experiments were carried out by gradual addition of guest molecules
into the activated 1 suspension. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra
of the suspension were collected and recorded from 400 to 680 nm
upon the excitation wavelength (λex) at 365 nm at ambient lab
temperature.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The TPE-based ligand BPyTPE was prepared according to the
reported method (Figure 1A).28 Pale-yellow crystals of
complex 1 were synthesized by the solvothermal reaction of
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, BPyTPE, and HIPA in a mixed solvent of
DMAC, DMF, and H2O at 80 °C for 24 h. Single crystal X-ray
analysis reveals that complex 1 crystallizes in a monoclinic
crystal system and shows a three-dimensional (3D) non-
interpenetrated pillared-layered structure with a space group of
P21/c (Table S1). The asymmetric unit contains one
independent ZnII ion, one BPyTPE ligand, and one HIPA
anion. Each ZnII ion can be described as a distorted trigonal
bipyramidal geometry in which ZnII ion coordinates with three
carboxylate oxygen atoms from three HIPA ligands and axially

Figure 1. (A) Molecular structure of AIE-active BPyTPE. (B) Coordination environment of the ZnII center. (C) 2D layer structure of
[Zn(HIPA)]. (D) 3D pillared-layered framework of [Zn(HIPA)(BPyTPE)] (b axis). Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules (DMF) are omitted
for clarity.
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coordinates with two pyridine nitrogen atoms from two
BPyTPE ligands (Figure 1B). The lengths of Zn−O and Zn−
N bonds are in the range of 1.440−2.880 Å, and the O−Zn−O
and O−Zn−N bond angles range from 98.92° to 142.53° and
88.96° to 101.75°, respectively. Each HIPA ligand bridges
three ZnII ions with one carboxylate serving in a monodentate
coordination mode and the other carboxylate serving in a
bidentate coordination mode (Figure S1), resulting in two-
dimensional (2D) [Zn(HIPA)]n layers (Figure 1C). These 2D
layers are connected by the nitrogen atoms of BPyTPE pillars,
affording an extended 3D pillared-layered framework with an
inter-layer distance of about 22.075 Å (Figure 1D). There are
two kinds of 1D parallelogram-shape channels with the
dimensions of 22.0754 × 8.7921 Å2 and 22.0754 × 3.9756
Å2. The PLATON calculation32 shows that the vacant space in
complex 1 is 25.2% (1227.6 Å3 of a 4879.4 Å3 unit cell
volume) without the consideration of the solvent molecules.
Furthermore, the geometrical conformation of BPyTPE in
complex 1 is investigated (Figure S2). It is observed that the
average dihedral angles between the plane of double bonds and
the plane of phenyl rings are approximately 50°, which are
larger than those between the planes of pyridine groups and
the planes of adjacent phenyl rings (23.87°).
trans-BEDO@1 was obtained by soaking the pale-yellow

crystals of complex 1 in trans-BEDO for two days. As shown in
Figure 2, it is interesting that the trans isomer of cis/trans-
BEDO can be solvent-exchanged into the pores of complex 1,
which is due to the more suitable size and shape of trans-
BEDO than those of cis-BEDO. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction
analysis shows that trans-BEDO@1 crystallizes in the
monoclinic system, space group P21/c. In the structure of
trans-BEDO@1, trans-BEDO molecules act only as guests and
are located in the center of the channel. Compared with
complex 1, the unit cell parameters and channel shape of trans-
BEDO@1 undergo slight changes. The unit cell parameters a
and c decrease by 0.0511 and 0.017 Å for trans-BEDO@1,
respectively. The unit cell parameter b increases by 0.1593 Å
for trans-BEDO@1. In addition, it is also observed that the
dihedral angle between planes P3 and P4 of BPyTPE is 36.66°,
which is much higher than that in complex 1 (23.87°). Similar
to complex 1, the dihedral angle between the phenyl rings and
the vinyl plane is approximately 50°. The presence of trans-
BEDO molecules and the formation of hydrogen bond
interactions between trans-BEDO molecules and ligands may
be responsible for the variation of the host framework.
In order to examine the chemical stability of complex 1 and

activated 1, the samples are checked by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD). From Figure S3A, we can see that the

PXRD pattern of activated 1 is similar to the simulated pattern,
demonstrating that the structure of activated 1 remains stable
after the solvent molecules are removed. However, there are
some peaks missing in the PXRD pattern of complex 1 in
comparison with the simulated pattern, which may be due to
the existence of solvent molecules. After soaking the activated
1 in the methanol solutions with different analytes (cis/trans-
BEDO and cis/trans-DMBEDA) for 7 h under ambient
conditions, some small peaks between approximately 8°−10°
and 16°−18° are missing in the PXRD profiles in comparison
with those of activated 1 (Figure S3B), which is attributed to
the fact that the samples have been powdered after immersion
in analytes. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that
the first step of complex 1 occurs by heating from room
temperature to 140 °C with ca. 22% weight loss under a dry
nitrogen atmosphere, which corresponds to the loss of solvent
molecules (Figure S4). Then, a second sharp weight loss is
observed in the temperature range of 375−490 °C due to the
decomposition of organic ligands and the collapse of the
framework. A stable plateau of activated 1 is found on the
thermogravimetric curve until 360 °C, indicating that there are
no solvent molecules in activated 1. The N2 adsorption and
desorption studies of activated 1 have been performed at 77 K.
It can be seen that activated 1 is capable of adsorption of
nitrogen (Figure S5), indicating the porous nature of activated
1.
The −OH and −COO characteristic peaks of the symmetric

stretching vibration (Vs) and asymmetric stretching vibration
(Vas) in the IR spectra confirm that the cis/trans isomers can be
adsorbed in activated 1. From the IR spectra of activated 1
adsorbed in cis/trans-BEDO, there are conspicuous −OH
stretching vibration peaks (VOH = 3388 cm−1, VC−O = 1402
cm−1) (Figure S6B). At the same time, −COO vibration peaks
(VCO = 1724 cm−1, Vas

C−O−C = 1396 cm−1, Vs
C−O−C = 1213

cm−1) are found with activated 1 treated with cis/trans-
DMBEDA analytes (Figure S6C). However, these character-
istic peaks are absent in the IR spectra of the original activated
1 without analyte treatment, indicating that these analytes have
been adsorbed in activated 1 indeed.
The solid-state luminescence properties of complex 1,

activated 1, and trans-BEDO@1 are measured at room
temperature (Figure S7). Upon excitation at 365 nm, complex
1 exhibits bright blue-green fluorescence peaking at 500 nm,
while activated 1 displays bright green fluorescence with a peak
at 509 nm. The red shift (9 nm) in the emission spectrum of
activated 1 is probably caused by the increased intermolecular
electronic coupling of TPE units (more planar structure)
without the interference of highly disordered solvent

Figure 2. Space filling displays of trans-BEDO in the pores of complex 1 viewed along the b axis (left) and c axis (right).
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molecules.33 Complex 1 has an excellent absolute ΦF of 90.1%,
measured by an integrating sphere, which is much higher than
that of activated 1 (38.6%). Additionally, fluorescence lifetimes
(τ) of complex 1 and activated 1 are 3.4 and 2.6 ns,
respectively, which agree well with the trend of ΦFs. The
higher ΦF of complex 1 may be attributed to weak
intermolecular interactions (e.g., C−H···O and C−H···π
interactions) between TPE units and trapped solvent
molecules, which can help rigidify molecular structures and
more efficiently reduce non-radiative decay of the excited
state.34,35 Compared with complex 1, trans-BEDO@1 shows a
slight red-shifted emission peak at 504 nm, probably due to the
impact of solvent molecules.
To investigate the potential of activated 1 as a fluorescence

sensor for detecting cis/trans isomers, 0.6 mg of a finely
grounded sample of activated 1 is dispersed in 2 mL methanol
to form a suspension. Before performing the fluorescence
quenching titration experiments, we corrected for the dilution
by adding dilution analytes of cis/trans-dimethyl-2-butene-
dioate (DMBEDA) and cis/trans-BEDO to the sensing
suspension to ensure that the dilution was controlled.36 cis/
trans isomers, including cis/trans-DMBEDA and cis/trans-
BEDO, are selected as analytes. As shown in Figure 3, after
individually adding identical amounts of cis or trans analytes
into the suspensions of activated 1, it can be clearly observed
that trans-DMBEDA and trans-BEDO cause a drastic
luminescence decrease with quenching efficiencies of 91.2
and 89.8%, respectively, while the quenching efficiencies of cis-
DMBEDA and cis-BEDO are reduced apparently to 19.7 and
19.1%, respectively. Herein, the fluorescence quenching
efficiency can be quantitatively analyzed by the Stern−Volmer
(SV) equation: I0/I = 1 + KSV [M]37 where KSV is the

quenching constant (M−1), [M] is the molar concentration of
the analyte, and I0 and I are the luminescence intensities before
and after the addition of cis or trans analytes (Figures S8−S12).
As shown in the SV plots of activated 1, the calculated KSV
values of trans-DMBEDA and trans-BEDO are 113.9 and 17.6
M−1, respectively. However, the KSV values of cis-DMBEDA
and cis-BEDO are only 3.0 and 1.2 M−1, respectively. Based on
the equation of 3σ/k38 (σ: standard deviation; k: slope), the
limits of detection (LOD) for trans-DMBEDA and trans-
BEDO are estimated to be 27.3 and 109.7 ppm, respectively,
which can be proved by the fluorescence titration experiment
(Figures S13 and S14). These results unambiguously indicate
that activated 1 holds good potential as a fluorescence sensor
to differentiate cis/trans isomers. Simultaneously, after adding
the solutions containing both trans and cis isomers in equal to
variable proportions to the activated 1 suspension, cis/trans-
DMBEDA and cis/trans-BEDO all cause different degrees of
emission quenching. The actual quenching efficiencies are
close to the calculated quenching efficiencies (Figures S10 and
S11). Furthermore, activated 1 can be regenerated and reused
by centrifuging the suspension and washing with methanol for
several times.
Generally, porous MOFs can distinguish isomers of different

shapes and sizes through pore confinement. In this case, we
attempted crystallization with all the analytes tested.
Fortunately, we found that the recognition occurred inside
rather than outside the channels by measuring the single-
crystal structure of trans-BEDO@1 (Figure 2), which further
proves that activated 1 could be used for sensing purposes. In
order to check whether the fluorescence titration trend of
trans-BEDO@1 is the same as activated 1, we conducted a
fluorescence sensing experiment on the prepared trans-

Figure 3. Fluorescence titration of activated 1 in methanol suspension toward (A) trans-DMBEDA and (B) cis-DMBEDA (λex = 365 nm). (C)
Plots of I0/I vs trans-DMBEDA and cis-DMBEDA concentrations for activated 1 in methanol suspension. (D) Quenching efficiencies of activated 1
in different cycles. (E) Fluorescence photos of activated 1 in methanol suspensions with gradually increased trans-DMBEDA and cis-DMBEDA. (F)
Fluorescence quenching efficiencies of activated 1 toward different cis/trans isomers at room temperature (λex = 365 nm).
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BEDO@1. A batch of suspensions of trans-BEDO@1 was
added with identical amounts of cis or trans analytes. It is
obvious that trans-BEDO shows a more obvious quenching
efficiency than cis-BEDO, which has the same trend with the
fluorescence titration (Figure S12). At the same time,
compared with activated 1, the identification of trans-BEDO
and cis-BEDO requires only a lower concentration of analytes
to achieve similar quenching efficiency.
To understand the selective fluorescence quenching effect of

activated 1 toward trans analytes, the working mechanism is
investigated. There are no spectral overlaps between the
emission spectrum of activated 1 and the absorption spectra of
cis/trans analytes, and the fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) may hardly contribute to the fluorescence
quenching as well as the selectivity (Figure S15). The relative
energy levels of HOMOs and LUMOs of cis/trans-DMBEDA,
cis/trans-BEDO, and BPyTPE are calculated after BPyTPE
coordinates with Zn by density functional theory (DFT) at the
B3LYP/6-31G level (Figure 4). It can be seen that, under

photon excitation, the excited state electron transfer from the
higher LUMO of emissive BPyTPE ligand (−1.77 eV) to that
of trans-DMBEDA (−2.22 eV) may occur, resulting in severe
fluorescence quenching. The LUMO energy level of BPyTPE
(−1.77 eV) is lower than that of cis-DMBEDA (−1.62 eV),
which cannot support such kind of photoinduced electron
transfer (PET) from BPyTPE to cis-DMBEDA. Therefore, the
fluorescence intensity of cis-DMBEDA is changed incon-
spicuously. On the other hand, since the HOMO energy level
of trans-BEDO (−4.80 eV) is higher than that of BPyTPE
(−5.54 eV), electron transfer from the HOMO of trans-BEDO
to the not fully occupied HOMO of BPyTPE under
photoexcitation may occur and cause an efficient fluorescence
quenching effect. In contrast, the HOMO energy level of cis-
BEDO (−6.42 eV) is lower than that of BPyTPE (−5.54 eV),
which makes the fluorescence quenching unfavorable. Another
possible fluorescence quenching mechanism may be that those
trans analytes are more likely to be adsorbed into the channels
of activated 1 than cis analytes, resulting in more efficient
interactions (Figure 2). Thus, both the strong adsorption of
trans analytes and the efficient PET process may be the main
reasons for the selective fluorescence quenching of activated 1
toward trans isomers.39,40

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have successfully developed a 3D pillared-
layered TPE-based LMOF [Zn(HIPA)(BPyTPE)] (1) with a
high ΦF of 90.1% via the solvothermal method. Activated 1
enjoys bright luminescence, high thermal stability and good
luminescent sensing properties toward cis/trans-DMBEDA and
cis/trans-BEDO. Compared with the cis isomers, activated 1
shows higher fluorescence quenching efficiencies toward trans
isomers with a faster response. Meanwhile, activated 1
maintains good structural stability after successively adsorbing
and releasing analytes, enabling it to function as a reusable
luminescence sensor. To the best of our knowledge, activated 1
is a rare example of a luminescence sensor for differentiating
cis/trans isomers with high selectivity and sensitivity.
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